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The MBS float is the total balance of securities 
that are liquid and available to trade. Market 
participants may be interested in analyzing MBS 
float to determine what pools are likely to be 
delivered into a to-be-announced (TBA) contract 
or to understand dollar roll market dynamics. 

The MBS Float Dashboard enables users to assess 
the true liquidity of a given cohort of securities by 
netting out the balance of securities in that 
cohort that is “locked up” in illiquid structures 
(CMOs in our dashboard) or portfolios (Fed 
holdings in our dashboard). In addition, the MBS 
Float Dashboard accounts for securities in each 
cohort that may not be truly liquid - even if they 
are not explicitly “locked up” - because they 
trade as a specified pool (“spec pool” or “spec”). 
Spec pools generally trade at a premium to 
generic securities owing to their superior 
prepayment profile, reducing their liquidity. The 
remaining balance within a given cohort after 
excluding the balance of securities “locked up” in 
illiquid structures or portfolios or trades as spec 
is considered the float.

Calculation methodology may vary, but there is 
general agreement on the components of net 
float. To the right, we detail the key assumptions 
made in our MBS Float Dashboard calculations.
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What is the MBS float?
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Considerations when Calculating the Float

Level 1 vs. Level 2 securities

Level 1 securities are backed by mortgage loans purchased by Fannie Mae only or Freddie Mac only. 
Level 2 securities are backed by Level 1 and/or Level 2 securities, not loans. They may include 
commingled GSE securities. Like L1 securities, L2 securities may be TBA-deliverable. Given that some L1 
and L2 securities are pledged to other L2 securities, we adjust for the pledged amount to avoid double-
counting. We calculate the vintage to which a given L2 security belongs using the weighted average age 
of the loans underlying its component securities. Freddie Mac MultiLender pools are treated as L1 
securities, akin to Fannie Mae majors.

Fannie Mae vs. Freddie Mac securities

Since the launch of the Uniform Mortgage-Backed Security (UMBS) in 2019, securities guaranteed by 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are both deliverable into a UMBS TBA contract. We combine Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac securities in our float calculations since they are deliverable into a single contract.

Mirror securities

To support the UMBS initiative, legacy Freddie Mac securities with a 45-day payment delay have been 
exchangeable for a mirror security with a 55-day payment delay. Mirror securities have the same 
collateral characteristics as the legacy securities but new issuance dates. Although most legacy 
securities have been exchanged for mirror securities, a portion of legacy securities remains intact. For 
the purpose of the MBS Float Dashboard, we use legacy securities and ignore mirror securities in order 
to assign securities to the appropriate vintage cohort. Although unconverted legacy securities are not 
TBA-eligible, we include them in the float given that they remain eligible for exchange.
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Net Float = Total Outstanding L1/L2 (Net) - Fed Holdings - CMO Outstanding - Spec Float

4 Off-the-run REMICs

Collateral that was “locked up” in a REMIC at one point in time may be returned to the float following an 
event such as a deal call. For certain off-the-run REMICs, we do not have visibility into such events. Any 
inaccuracy in float calculations related to this activity would be de minimis. Reverse REMIC securities, 
which allow remaining pro rata tranches of REMIC securities to be combined into TBA-eligible Supers, 
are included in the float.
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Product Heat Map

Review a visualization of user-specified float concentration by coupon/vintage cohort.

New dashboard available in the MBS section of Data Dynamics 

CL | CI | CT Pools

Explore the outstanding universe of mortgage-backed securities by coupon/vintage cohort, segmented by 
category. Gain additional transparency into specified story composition within specific cohorts. Observe 
changes in the float over time.
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MBS Float Dashboard

Tabular Report

Analyze replines and prepayment speeds for individual segments of the outstanding universe in a tabular 
format.

MBS Float Dashboard tabs

https://datadynamics.fanniemae.com/data-dynamics/#/reportMenu;category=MBS
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Lock Up Bar Chart view

Filters and Cohorts

• The Factor Date filter allows users to analyze 
the MBS float as of a particular factor date, 
going as far back as Jan-2013.

• Users can limit their analysis to a specific 
subset of Coupons and Vintages by using these 
filters.

• The default view filters to coupon/vintage 
cohorts with at least $10B in outstanding UPB. 
Using the Balance Threshold filter, users can 
choose to display other cohorts, as well.

• All other filters in this dashboard pertain to 
other views.
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The default view for the MBS Float Dashboard 
report is the Lock Up Bar Chart for CL prefix 
pools. This view is a stacked bar chart 
visualization of the outstanding universe of MBS 
by coupon/vintage cohort. The CI and CT tabs 
also default to the Lock Up Bar Chart view.

This dashboard includes insights into:
• What are the most liquid coupons in the stack?
• Where are the Fed’s holdings concentrated?
• What vintage has a lot of balance in each 

coupon?

Understanding the Lock Up Bar Chart view

View’s Legend

The stacked bars are color-coded according to 
lock-up category. Net float is shown in blue. 

Balance Threshold Filter

The default view for this dashboard shows 
cohorts with outstanding UPB of at least $10B. 
Alternatively, users can choose to display 
other cohorts, as well.Composition of Outstanding Securities 

The outstanding MBS universe is segmented by 
coupon and vintage. The stacked bars represent 
the outstanding balance in each 
coupon/vintage cohort, segmented by lock-up 
category. Tooltips provide balance detail. We 
can observe that 2021 2s have the largest float.
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Factor Date Filter

Users can see the most recent factor date 
or on any historical factor date going back 
to Jan-2013.
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Spec Float Bar Chart view

Filters and Cohorts

• The Factor Date filter allows users to analyze 
the MBS float as of a particular factor date, 
going as far back as Jan-2013.

• Users can limit their analysis to a specific 
subset of Coupons and Vintages by using these 
filters.

• The default view filters to coupon/vintage 
cohorts with at least $10B in outstanding UPB. 
Using the Balance Threshold filter, users can 
choose to display other cohorts, as well.

• Users can visualize the spec segmentation 
according to the lock-up or float category of 
their choice using the Spec Story Stack 
Measure filter.
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Within each of the CL|CI|CT Pools tabs, users can 
select the Spec Float Bar Chart view. This view 
segments a given market segment according to 
specified story in a stacked bar chart 
visualization by coupon/vintage cohort. 

This dashboard includes insights into:
• What are the most liquid spec stories in each 

cohort?
• What spec stories are most commonly used for 

CMO collateral?

Understanding the Spec Float Bar Chart view

Navigate to the Spec Float Bar Chart View

Navigate to the Spec Float Bar Chart view within 
the CL|CI|CT Pools tabs.

Select Spec Story Stack Measure

Select the lock-up or float category that you 
would like to see stratified by specified story. 
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View’s Legend

The stacked bars are color-coded according to 
specified story eligibility. We classify pools using 
a waterfall based on pool characteristics.
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Composition of Outstanding Securities 

The stacked bars represent the outstanding 
balance in each coupon/vintage cohort, 
segmented by specified story. Tooltips provide 
story and balance detail. When we select Spec 
Float, we can see that the most liquid stories 
from recent vintages are 200K/225K Max, FICO, 
LTV, and FL.

4
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Float Time Series view

Filters and Cohorts

• The Factor Date filter allows users to analyze 
the MBS float as of a particular factor date, 
going as far back as Jan-2013.

• Users can limit their analysis to a specific 
subset of Coupons and Vintages by using these 
filters.

• The only Balance Threshold option applicable 
to this dashboard is All, as the time series 
representation is meant to provide an 
aggregated view over time.

• Users can control the time horizon over which 
float changes are shown using the Time Series 
Factor Date Range slider.
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Within each of the CL|CI|CT Pools tabs, users can 
select the Float Time Series view. The top chart 
illustrates how the outstanding universe evolves 
over time. The bottom chart shows month-over-
month changes in float.

This dashboard includes insights into:
• How has the float changed over time?
• How has the Fed’s balance sheet evolved?

Understanding the Float Time Series view

Navigate to the Float Time Series View

Navigate to the Float Time Series view within 
the CL|CI|CT Pools tabs.

Time Series Factor Date Range

Control the time window over which float 
balances are shown.
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Balance Threshold

The only Balance Threshold option applicable 
to this dashboard is All.  
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Change in Outstanding over Time

Visualization of how the composition of the 
float has changed over time. Tooltips provide 
balance detail.
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Month-over-Month Change in Float

Month-over-month changes in spec and net 
float. Tooltips provide balance detail.
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Tabular Report tab

Filters and Cohorts

• Users can select their desired MBS product from 
the Product filter.

• The Factor Date filter allows users to analyze 
the MBS float as of a particular factor date, 
going as far back as Jan-2013.

• Users can limit their analysis to a specific 
subset of Coupons and Vintages by using these 
filters. 

• The default view shows the decomposition of 
the outstanding universe by coupon and 
vintage. Users can filter to component cohorts 
and their corresponding replines using the 
View filter.
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The Tabular Report tab provides information on 
the composition of market segments in a tabular 
format. Users can also drill into a repline view for 
each of the component cohorts. We focus on the 
UPBs view in this slide.

This dashboard includes insights into:
• What is the total outstanding UPB in each 

cohort? What is the net float in each cohort?
• How much of the outstanding balance in each 

cohort is held in CMOs/Fed portfolio?

Understanding the Tabular Report UPBs view

Select the Product

Choose between CL, CI, and CT prefixes.

Select the Desired View

Filtering to the UPBs view shows the 
disaggregation of the outstanding balance for 
each coupon/vintage cohort.

1

2

Outstanding UPB by Lock-up Category

In the UPBs view, the outstanding balance in 
each coupon/vintage cohort is disaggregated by 
lock-up category. Use the scrollbar to see full 
cohort universe. We can see that of the $935B 
UPB outstanding in 2021 2s, $462B is held by the 
Fed and $209B is spec, leaving a net float of 
$261B.
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Scroll to see 
more coupon 

cohorts
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Tabular Report tab

Filters and Cohorts

• Users can select their desired MBS product from 
the Product filter.

• The Factor Date filter allows users to analyze 
the MBS float as of a particular factor date, 
going as far back as Jan-2013.

• Users can limit their analysis to a specific 
subset of Coupons and Vintages by using these 
filters.

• The default view shows the decomposition of 
the outstanding universe by coupon and 
vintage. Users can filter to component cohorts 
and their corresponding replines using the 
View filter.
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The Tabular Report tab provides information on 
the composition of the float in a tabular format. 
Users can also drill into a repline view for each of 
the component cohorts. We focus on the 
Replines view in this slide.

This dashboard includes insights into:
• What is the collateral profile of the net float in 

each cohort?
• What prepayment speeds have been observed 

on the net float portion of the cohort?

Understanding the Tabular Report Replines view

Select the Desired View

Filtering to one of the Replines views isolates 
the collateral profile and recent prepayment 
speeds of a given component of outstanding 
universe. Here, we have filtered to the net float 
(outstanding balance of each cohort net of Fed 
holdings, CMOs, and spec float). 

1 Repline View

Replines and prepayment speeds are provided 
for the selected component by coupon/vintage 
cohort. Here, we show replines for the net float. 
Using this view, market participants can isolate 
the most liquid portion of each coupon cohort 
based on the float balance. They can also draw 
conclusions about the securities that would be 
most likely delivered into a TBA contract based 
on their liquidity, characteristics, and 
performance.
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Scroll to see 
more coupon 

cohorts
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Product Heat Map tab

Filters and Cohorts

• Users can select their desired MBS product from 
the Product filter.

• The Factor Date filter allows users to analyze 
the MBS float as of a particular factor date, 
going as far back as Jan-2013.

• Users can customize their analysis to a specific 
subset of Coupons and Vintages by using these 
filters. 

• Users can analyze different components of the 
outstanding universe using the View filter.

• Users can filter to a particular specified story 
using the Spec Stories filter.
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The Product Heat Map tab provides a visual 
representation of the outstanding universe by 
coupon/vintage cohort. Users can drill into 
specific components of the float, as well as by 
specified story.

This dashboard includes insights into:
• In what cohorts is most of the Net Float 

concentrated?
• In what cohorts are Fed holdings/CMO 

collateral/spec stories concentrated?

Understanding the Product Heat Map tab

Select the Desired View

Users can visualize the specific component of 
the outstanding universe for which they would 
like to visualize the distribution by 
coupon/vintage cohort. We can observe that 
most of the Net Float is concentrated in the 2020, 
2021, and 2022 vintages.

1 Spec Stories

Users can filter to a given spec story to see in 
which coupon/vintage cohorts the outstanding 
balance of that story is concentrated. Since we 
are looking at the Net Float view in the 
screenshot above, no spec stories would be 
represented. 
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Resources
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Access Data Dynamics:

www.fanniemae.com/datadynamics

Sign up for Fannie Mae communications: 

www.fanniemae.com/CMsignup 

Contact us with questions: 

1-800-232-6643, Option 3 or by e-mail

http://www.fanniemae.com/datadynamics
http://www.fanniemae.com/CMsignup
https://capmrkt.fanniemae.com/portal/jsp/fixed_income_contact_us.html?id=fim

